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ALPINE A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021:
the spirit of Grand Tourisme in its most
intense version ever

•

Alpine presents the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021.

•

A new limited edition of 300 units for Europe.

•

The combination of the performances of the 292hp engine of the A110S with the
comfort of the A110 Légende version.

•

A more intense, sophisticated personality than ever before, with the accent on Grand
Tourisme.

•

Available to order now from €71,600 ex VAT (France).

Alpine presents the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021, a limited edition of just 300 units for Europe. In
this incarnation, the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021 takes the A110 to new heights with a hitherto
unseen elegance.
Based on the Légende version, the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021 re-interprets the features of the GT
coupé, adopting the 292hp engine of the A110S to create an entirely new fusion of comfort and
performances.
After the success of the A110 LÉGENDE GT, launched in 2020, the LÉGENDE GT 2021 has been
endowed with specific new design components and high-level equipment to match the expectations of
a top of the range clientele. It is also enhanced by technical characteristics that underline the sporty
nature of the A110, borrowing the 292hp powertrain of the A110S.
Beyond the new design interpretation, it is the combination of engine and chassis that allows Alpine to
present this unprecedented model.
Two design combinations for two worlds of expression
•

Modernity and technical sophistication
The brand-new mat Mercury Silver exterior paintwork and the black leather Sabelt Comfort®
bucket seats, with their grey stitching, confer on the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021 a resolutely
sporty look that invites you to get out on the road.

•

Elegance and refinement
The Abyss Blue of the bodywork and exclusive Amber Brown leather of the Sabelt Comfort®
seats immerse you in an environment that is determinedly GT.

Introducing the new mat Mercury Silver finish, the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021 is also available in the
Abyss Blue, already known in the range. The pale gold Alpine monograms and 18" Grand Prix diamondcut wheel rims with their vibrant gold brake callipers provide a subtle contrast to the two body colours.
The translucent LED rear lights bring the final touch that differentiates the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021
from the other A110s.
In the cabin, the six-way adjustable Sabelt Comfort® leather seats are available in either amber or
black, with matching leather door panels. The brown or grey stitching has a matching mid-point marker
on the steering wheel. Amongst the other distinctive elements, we must mention the Dinamica headliner
and glossy carbon fibre elements with a unique copper weave on the centre console, dashboard visor
and air vents. The floor mat and aluminium footrest on the passenger’s side complete the welcoming
atmosphere and Grand Tourisme spirit of the limited edition A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021. Below the centre
console, a numbered plate emphasises the exclusivity of the model.

The choice of mat Mercury Silver with a harmonious black interior for a modern, technical look or Abyss
Blue matched with amber leather for an elegant, refined ambience is a matter of personal taste. The
driving experience, however, is most assuredly Alpine: agility, comfort and performance.
High-level technical specifications
Along with its elegant exterior design and distinctive cabin, the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021 is
distinguished by its unprecedented chassis / engine combination. Based on the Légende version, it
adopts the 292hp powertrain, Sport exhaust and high-performance brake system, hitherto available
only on the A110S, to provide a balance of comfort and performances never seen before on the A110
It is built on a lightweight aluminium structure, with a centrally mounted rear engine and double
wishbone suspension (front and rear). The 1.8 litre turbocharged engine delivers 292hp, for a torque of
320Nm between 2,000 and 6,400 rpm. Its lightness and dual clutch transmission allow the A110
LÉGENDE GT 2021 to go from 0 to 60mph in just 4.4 seconds and reach a top speed of 155mph on
the track. As well as this limited edition’s bespoke finishes, the vehicle boasts lots of equipment as
standard: front and rear parking sensors, reversing camera and Focal audio system. Thus, the A110
LÉGENDE GT 2021 delivers the right balance of comfort and precise dynamic behaviour that makes it
easy to drive every day.
As an extra guarantee of exclusivity and distinction, the A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021 will be available in a
numbered, limited edition of just 300 units for Europe.

Reserve one with the Alpine app
The A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021, like all versions of the A110, can be reserved using the Alpine App.
First, you need to download the app from the iOS / Android stores and create your account. Once your
account is created, you have access to all the features of the Alpine App, including receiving
notifications of Alpine’s latest news and reserving your car. Reservation takes a single click and if you
change your mind, you can get full refund of your deposit at any time, with no costs. Then select the
Alpine Centre of your choice where you should go to convert your reservation into an order. At this
stage, you are still able to change the specifications of your car. Once the order is placed, you become
a new member of the Alpine family.

A110 LÉGENDE GT 2021
Engine
Number of cylinders

4

Number of valves per cylinder

4

Displacement

1798 cm3

Maximum engine power

292 hp (215 kW) at 6,400 tr/min

Maximum torque

320 Nm from 2000 to 6,400 rpm

Fuel

Petrol
Transmission

Transmission type

Rear-wheel drive

Gearbox

Dual clutch automatic gearbox, 7 speeds
Chassis

Chassis

Aluminium frame (96%)

Front/rear axle

Double-wishbone suspension system

Body type

Coupe (rear mid-engine)

Turning circle between kerbs/walls

11.64 m/11.74 m
Brakes
Compact aluminium brake calipers with integrated parking
brake

Brakes
Front brake disc diameter

320 mm

Rear brake disc diameter

320 mm

Front tyres

215/40 R18

Rear tyres

245/40 R18
Weight

Min. Kerb weight

1,134 kg

Gross vehicle mass

1,359 kg
Performances

Maximum speed

250 km/h

0-100 km/h

4,4 s

0-400 metres

12,6 s

0-1000 metres

22,9 s
Fuel efficiency / Emissions WLTP(1)

CO2 emissions (g/km) (combined)
Combined fuel consumption
(l/100km)

153-158
6.8 -7

Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions are certified using a standard, regulated method. It is
identical for all manufacturers and allows vehicles to be compared. Actual fuelconsumption
depends on vehicle use, equipment and the user’s driving style.
(1)

About Alpine
Founded in 1955 by Jean Rédélé, Alpine has asserted itself over the years with its French-style sports
cars. In 2018, the brand presented the new A110, a sports car that is true to Alpine’s timeless principles
of compactness, lightness, agility and driving pleasure. In 2021, the Alpine Business Unit was created,
to become the dedicated brand for the innovative, authentic and exclusive sports cars of the Renault
Group, benefiting from the heritage and know-how of its historic Dieppe factory and the engineering
expertise of the Alpine Racing and Alpine Cars teams.
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